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About This Game

The year is 2030. Business is as usual in the isolated research city of Rokumei–that is until several explosions suddenly go off in
the nuclear research facility known as “LABO.” The city sends in “Sirius,” an elite rescue squad, to deal with the situation. But
the situation only gets worse when LABO’s nuclear reactor melts down, sending the facility into lockdown–with members of
Sirius and survivors still trapped inside. With lethal radiation leaking everywhere and not enough anti-radiation medication to

last until lockdown lifts, the survivors make more and more grim discoveries. In their struggle for survival, in a deathtrap full of
fire and radiation, they learn that doubt is their greatest enemy, and trust their greatest asset.

The story of Root Double features two different protagonists: Watase Kasasagi, a rescue squad captain who has lost his
memories in the hours after the incident, and Natsuhiko Tenkawa, a student piecing together the clues in the six days before.

The only key to survival lies in the player’s hands with the Senses Sympathy System (SSS). Unlike traditional visual novels, Root
Double does not have clear cut “choices,” but rather, the game uses SSS to allow the player to manipulate the story based purely
upon emotion. Your emotions projected upon the characters, particularly your trust in them, shape the progression of the story.
Only with effective use of this system and completion of both protagonists’ stories can the player piece together the truth and

hope to discover a way out of the facility.
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root double before crime after days xtend edition. root double before crime after days xtend edition walkthrough. root double
before crime after days xtend edition review

Are you ready for the truth, even if it's bitter

11/10 will get banged in the brain again and again. I had a bit of mixed feelings about this game. I found Route B to be super
boring, but by the time I got to A it was really exciting! To me the mysteries in the game were more than worth playing through
to figure out. Definitely worth full price because of how many hours you will spend playing! I bought it on sale though. The
enneagram wasn't very intuitive but you get the hang of it after awhile. All in all a very good sci-fi mystery game that I'd go so
far as to class with Steins;Gate.. Got this game in Humble Bundle's Sekai Project. Well worth its price here though (discount or
not).

Overall:

This is the first visual novel I have played. And honestly, it has a better story then all the other games I have ever played. This
surprised me. The long Campaign is over 50 hours with 30 hours of content. Player choice does affect the world significantly, as
this has 39 endings, mostly bad. Sometimes, in order to make the right choice the main character needed to have low confidence
in himself, which is something I have personally never seen in any video game before. Solid background score and sound design.

Routes:

Both routes are very good (Root A and Root B) and there is some content generated based on what endings you get. Root B may
seem boring, but picks up steam significantly in the last third of the game, and its finale (just pre and post credits) will explain
the events in the start of Root A.

Characters:
8 of the 9 characters you interact with are amazing with great voice acting backing up a very rich backstory, 1 (lets call them:
bonde ninja) is pretty annoying. Both protagonists are very well developed as well.

Lore:
Possibly has the least plot holes I have seen in any work. I am not joking, on my first playthrough, I noticed and predicted plot
events based on information I got, while people may say that this makes the game "predictable", no its not, its that nothing feels
like an♥♥♥♥♥pull, and you feel rewarded when you see your prediction become true or realize that you misunderstood that
information(remember this game allows the main character to have low confidence in his abilities). World of Root Double has
solid foundations and does not rely on Deus ex Machina.. I underestimated this game. Thought it was going to be a simple visual
novel. In and out. Twenty minute adventure. Nope. Ended up being a 40+ hour emotional rollercoaster ride.

Highly recommend this game to anyone wanting to delve themselves into an extremely great story, but be prepared to devote
lots of time if you want to know the truth.. I am surprised I didn't leave my thumbs up here.

Root Double is amazing visual novel. Great worldbuilding, memorable characters, phenomenal storytelling; I can't stress it
enough! And too bad I can't really explain 'why' without spoiling all the fun exploring this game.Let me put it this way - feel
free to treat Root Double as a slow paced murder-ish(?) mystery because you will find your answers only in the end. It was a
rollercoaster of emotions for me personaly and was damn worth it.

And it has full VO!

Brave_decision.mp3. Root Double: Before Crime * After Days -Xtend Edition (ROOT√DOUBLE) is a mystery/sci-fi visual
novel video game developed by Regista and Yeti collaboration. It was first released on 2012. An updated version called Xtend
Edition was later released in 2013 and finally 2016 for PC.

ROOT√DOUBLE is a beautiful game. 60-70 hours long of story. Nice visualization and bgm. Fully japanese voiced dialogues
with mostly famous voice actors. All-round interesting/likeable casts. Several mysteries and plot twists will thirst a player with
curiosity as they want to find out more and more. The great thing about this game is that every single phenomenon that
represented here are explained by sciences which are all existed in real life topics. And most of time, plot twists and
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explanations are worth the wait. It's well-educated writing that even rare to find in most sci-fi of a same genre or what not.

As a name of genre stands, much of gameplay will involve the player reading the story's narrative through text and image.
Required little to no interaction from the player. The player then will be presented with decision options that affect the course
of the game. The decisions made result in one of branching storylines in game, which player will end up with different ending.
An essential system to that is called "Senses Sympathy System" ("SSS"). Instead of giving out a flat-out choices like most other
VN does, the player is represented with the way to manipulate player own impression or feeling toward characters via SSS
throughout the game. Player's "feeling" will affect character they currently take control and thus influencing them to take
different action, eventually affect the progress of the story. The SSS is based on the Enneagram of Personality, with each of the
main characters representing one of the nine different types. When player reach certain point of story where it supposedly calls
"branches" player will be presented with SSS Enneagram where the player is allowed to give their input or adjust feeling.
However, only characters that are relevant to the scene can have their Senses be adjusted. There're several branches in the game
and player will be given opportunity to adjust SSS more than they can count, thus there're several ending in the game. To add
more convenience, it comes with save/load states where player can choose to save or load to any point of game. It also comes
with auto play text and voice without having to constantly click a screen to process, and fast forward button for skipping the
entire set of dialogues to the next important choices that can be resulted in different route immediately. They also include the
skip an already readed-text button in case you want to revisit some part of story in between. The best feature is that you can
jump backwards to any scene you want by accessing backlog, there's no limit in jumping backward so can keep doing that until
you back to square one

ROOT√DOUBLE takes place in fictional location in Japan called Rokumei City far distant into future (AD 2030). Inside the
giant nuclear research facility, an incident occurs. And thus, nine characters are trapped inside such facility's basement. Running
the risk of exposing in nuclear radiation, the nine characters must do every mean necessary to survive. As they move on, they
uncover several mysteries that occurred right in that closed space. Overwhelmed by stress and fear, paranoid and malice, the
player's determination will be put into test, should their most honest "feeling" able to save all nine souls and uncover all the
mysteries that surrounding them?

Story has two main scenarios and two characters for each, and some more unlockable scenarios. Two main characters are
Watase Kasasagi of √A and Natsuhiko Tenkawa of √B. Entire story is as long as 60-70 hours fills with pure story. Upon
complete the game, an additional Xtend episode is unlocked, where player can learn a bit more about character.

Watase is the captain of the rescue squad for Rokumei City sent to nuclear facility and conduct resuce operation. However due
to unknown reason, he suffers from amnesia and does not remember who he is. Though he's still weighed with responsibility as
the rescues squad and have to save everyone no matter the condition he is in.

Natsuhiko is the high school student, who find himself searching inside the facility for some reason and get caused up in the
nuclear meltdown.

Due to how stories are told, playing √A first is recommended, as the √B contents several spoiler for √A and is mostly fill up
with lore and explanation which may or may not dragging player around. If player manage to complete both √A and √B, a more
scenario will be unlocked.

On top of interesting storyline are a refined arts and well composed soundtracks. they sometime give you a sense of stress, fear
and even sorrow and happiness, they're all delivered through them. Player will find there's something worth remembering in
every scnces. Once a supposedly flat-normal conversation of some scenes can suddenly turn depth once you reach certain plot in
story later on. There're several unlockable CGs as well.

In conclusion. I seriously recommend to anyone who're interesting in a serious/mystery with dose of sciences. It's honestly an
hidden gem, and unfortunately is an underrated game. It stands on high quality VN. It's obvious that the writer had put so much
thought on it, and studied a lot just for this game to exist.

Note: There's no 18+ version of a game.. I paid USD$125 (+$10 shipping) for a Collector's Edition of this game during the
Kickstarter. Having just finished the digital version (physicals have not shipped), I can now say that that was a decision I do not
regret.
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Having been written by Takumi Nakazawa, who wrote the Infinity Series in collaboration with Kotaou Uchikoshi (Of Zero
Escape fame), it's not surprising that the story of Root Double would feature a complex plot and a number of mindblowing
twists. But Root Double goes beyond that, surpassing in my opinion all of the Infinity Series, Uchikoshi's 999 (haven't read his
other works yet), and Nakazawa's other work I/O.

Without giving away too much, let me just say that where those other works failed, Root Double has found success. Unlike
Ever17, the pacing is generally great (with the exception of Route B), providing a constant atmosphere of suspense and mystery
as the many plot threads unravel bit by bit. And unlike Remember11 (and 999 + I/O), the reveals and conclusion are thoroughly
coherent and satisfying, leaving not even the tiniest of mysteries unexplained. The story features many twists that will leave you
stunned or blown away, and something that really impressed me is how well they were foreshadowed through such little and
seemingly insignificant details, which only show their full significance in the bigger scheme of things. While it's technically
possible to solve a lot of things in the overall mystery (I solved a few), the game is likely to have many more unexpected reveals
in store for even a highly discerning reader.

Finally, unlike I/O, which tried to explore themes of alienation and development of cyber-realities with mixed success, Root
Double approached and dealt with the issues of a society of telepaths with a surprising amount of depth and nuance. This is Root
Double's second major strength. All 9 of the main characters feel like fully fleshed out human beings, with their own
backstories, motivations, ideals, and perspectives behind things, which at times bring them into conflict with one another. The
concept of psychic powers, dubbed "Beyond Communication", is handled with care, with attention being given to developing the
technical (sci-fi) aspects of the phenomenon as well as the societal issues brought about by the existence of such a phenomenon.
It is difficult to talk about a lot of the themes explored without going into spoiler territory, so I will just say that it goes far
beyond the depth you usually find in stories where extraordinary abilities (or technology) are introduced.

To sum up, Root Double is an incredible story with a brilliantly crafted plot and a powerfully human dimension, that will fill you
with exhilaration, heartbreak, and joy as you experience the story of the 9 characters trapped in LABO and the society of the
Communicators.. One of few masterpieces in the genres of mystery, thriller, life-and-death drama. Absolutely amazing story
with unexpected and unpredictable twists and turns; well written characters each with their own personalities, complicated pasts
and circumstances; amazing soundtrack and outstanding brilliant voice acting; cool and unusual choice system only adds to all
the pluses; being very very long reading experience is a huge plus as well. Personally I don't see any cons/minuses in this visual
novel. Definitely recommend this visual novel to anyone and everyone who wants to read truly amazing mystery novel. Really
recommended if you loved Infinity series, directed by same person.. One of the best visual novels I've ever read and played. If
you stick through to the true ending they'll answer just about every question/plot-hole from the beginning, which seemed nigh
impossible at first.

Definitely worth the buy.
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I'm recommending this game because I sat on the fence for a couple of months, not quite convinced by a "Mostly Positive"
rating, and finally got the game on sale for $17. After basically sobbing last night at about 3 a.m. during the revelations near the
end of the second route, I now wish I'd payed full price for this game, because it deserves every dollar. I'll make up for that
mistake by encouraging all who are even mildly interested:

Buy this game. You will not regret it.

A unique mix (thematically) of Steins;Gate, Ever17, and Danganronpa.... I got this with the Sekai Project Humble Bundle. This
game stood out, since it wasn't about catgirls. Let me just say this has been one of my favorite visual novels.
On the surface, a lot of plot elements seem pretty standard and predictable. This VN impressed me by having a lot of layers of
twists and turns.

I'll give you an example, over the course of this VN and its routes. I went from suspicious, to trusting, to absoluting hating a
certain character, only to end up trusting them all over again, with a very high opinion of them. The complexity keeps things
interesting despite the long run time.

The only negative, is that the second path, route B, does drag a little with exposition. But that might be because of how intense
and quick the first route feels. I couldn't put this game down, and logged my 37 hours (at time of review) in less than a week
(and I work full time).

It's worth the full price, but look for sales and you'll find one sooner or later!. Highly recommended.
I absolutely adore this vn. This game went unnoticed by me until a friend suggested it.
I 100% the main routes but still haven't read the extra stuff yet. I was absolutely captivated while reading and the ending was so
satisfying that I never really got the urge to finish the extra stuff. I'll do it one day.
Read Root After first, then Root Before. Root Before is kinda tough to get through but it will all be worth it. Just think of it like
lacrosse.
There is something of a genre shift during the 2nd half of the game once things start coming together which I didn't really
expect but I enjoyed the entirety of the story.
Also all girl are best girl and all boy are best boy.. If you're familiar with the Takumi Nakazawa's work (specifically the Infinity
series), you will get a feeling of familiarity as this visual novel follows similar themes in his previous works. Even so, this is
definitely a thrilling experience for fans that are already accustomed to the genre. If you haven't read his other sci-fi visual
novels, do it if you like this one.

This game starts with two routes: A and B. A is faster paced than B, but it leaves far more questions than answers. If you start A
first, you will be thrown into a confused chaos, all cleverly planned of course. B is a slow slice of life that has intermittent action
sequences. It is enjoyable and you will get more answers, but it is really slow. It made me feel like reading less per day as a
result. I was willing to ignore the flaws of the slow route because the final routes that were unlocked were worth the wait.

Overall, I'd highly recommend this game to anyone who likes sci-fi's with decent twists to them. As a fair warning, this visual
novel is absolutely massive. Make sure you have the time to dedicate reading something this gigantic. I unlocked everything in
the game (TIPS, endings, CG, etc.) in 128 hours, but the normal reading time is probably between 40-60 hours. I bought it on
sale for 50% off, but it is worth the full price if a sale price isn't available. Anything less than 50% off is a steal.. I am surprised
I didn't leave my thumbs up here.

Root Double is amazing visual novel. Great worldbuilding, memorable characters, phenomenal storytelling; I can't stress it
enough! And too bad I can't really explain 'why' without spoiling all the fun exploring this game.Let me put it this way - feel
free to treat Root Double as a slow paced murder-ish(?) mystery because you will find your answers only in the end. It was a
rollercoaster of emotions for me personaly and was damn worth it.

And it has full VO!

Brave_decision.mp3. Pros :
1 graphic, visual, music, voice acting amazing
2. story line twisted
3. full of emotion
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Cons :
1. can be confusing to complete 100%
2. need to replay again and again if you make mistake
3. ending may not be satisfying depend on your principle. Absolutely incredible in every sense of the word. Root Double is one
of the best visual novels currently on steam at time of writing and it is WELL worth picking up.

As you can see from my play time it's a pretty sizable read but in a good way. Root Double has an excellent story, great
presentation and sounds (with pretty nice sound design as well) and some of the BEST characters I think I have ever seen in a
visual novel. Root Double's strongest points are by far its characters. They're incredibly well developed, likable and memorable.

The story itself is excellent too, I won't go into it much more than the steam description says but just know that there is far more
to it than meets the eye.
The pacing is pretty solid as well. While the game can slow down at points with its pacing it is nowhere near as bad as the pacing
of other vn's such as ever17. While Ever17 is more of a stop, go, stop, go pacing affair Root Double, while slowing down at
points never really comes to a screeching hault at all.

If you're looking for a solid visual novel though with great pacing, great characters and an interesting plot then pick this one up.
Don't listen to those people who say that Root B is trash and boring (the slower pacing of Root B manages to pay off big time
later on believe me), just play this VN. It's well worth your money and time believe me.. Root Double scores 9 out of 10 from
me. Most of the time the story didn't really surprise me - not even close when you compare it with the shock I experienced
reading through epics like Ever 17 or Remember 11, especially Remember 11 - and if you pay attention it's easy to realize what
the many hidden truths.

Art wise, it's not special but definitely well made.

Music, same impression. The final song at the end is certainly beautiful, but I find the OP Song Terminus from Dsyfunctional
Systems to be far more effective and touching.

Systems. The Sense Sympathy System is kind of troublesome to use but ties in very well with the plot

Is it worth full price?? Hell yeah it is,because you can read this VN for around 60-80 hours.. I love it! It's got a very rich story,
great characters, full japanese voice acting, a unique way to interact in the story, so much to explore.
Definitely worth the price if you want to get sucked into a great fantasy world and a long emotional rollercoaster. Who put the
sliced onions next to me? I SWEAR I'M NOT CRYING!! ;_____;
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